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University
lays off
46 staff
members
Trimming part of
5 percent University-wide
budget cutbacks
ELLIE SMITH
CONTRIBUTING NEWS EDITOR

term used to describe the ﬁrst six weeks of
college — a time when freshmen are most
likely to experience sexual assault.
Gumas said he would support holding
part of the training online if it would be accompanied by an in-person portion.
Dean of Student Affairs Peter Konwerski said the online course will supplement

GW staff members said they watched
as their colleagues packed up, some escorted by security ofﬁcials, after they were
dismissed from their jobs without warning
last week.
Ofﬁcials announced last week that the
University would lay off 46 staff members
and eliminate other already vacant positions. After they were not allowed to say
goodbye to some of their peers, staff members said they’re offended and were not
consulted before the layoffs or warned that
they were coming.
Members of the Staff Association said
that 10 percent of the 300 positions in the
Division of Information Technology were
terminated,
according to reports
they received from It’s been a
University
ofﬁ- very careful,
cials. Staff members said other targeted
departments that restructuring
were hit included
development, hu- to, where
man resources and possible,
Gelman Library.
They ranged from find ways to
regular staff positions to director- reduce costs.
level and vice
president-level
spots, and some of STEVEN KNAPP
those laid off were University president
employees who
had been at GW
for as long as 30 years, they said.
“The vast majority of the 46 affected
staff were removed immediately from
their positions without warning and were
abruptly escorted off campus by security
without an option of saying goodbye to
coworkers,” said one staff member, who
spoke on the condition of anonymity for
fear of retaliation.
University President Steven Knapp
said at a Faculty Senate meeting Friday
that GW cut positions within the central
administration by 5 percent as part of efforts to reduce expenses. Other administrative lines that haven’t been ﬁlled were cut
as well. All departments across the University have been asked to strip about 5 percent from their budgets.
“This is not an across-the-board slashing, like sequestration. It’s been a very careful, targeted restructuring to, where possible, ﬁnd ways to reduce costs,” Knapp said.
Knapp said the University is now relying on fundraising efforts after two years
of missed revenue projections because of
declining graduate student enrollment.
GW relies on tuition to cover 75 percent of
its costs, while donations help fund most
of the rest.
“Our greatest competitive disadvantage bar none is that most of our expensive
operation is covered by our endowment
and by philanthropy, which is one of the
reasons we’re in our campaign right now,”
Knapp said.
He said the University’s $1 billion campaign, which publicly launched last June,
has raised more than $700 million but it can
take longer to secure bigger pledges.
GW has historically lagged behind its
peers in terms of how much it can pull in
annually through donations, and the current campaign marks the ﬁrst time it has
aimed to raise $1 billion. The University’s
development arm raised just $84 million in
2009, and the alumni donor rate has hovered at the relatively low rate of about 10
percent a year.
The Staff Association released a statement on Friday morning, saying the combination of layoffs and recent reductions to
tuition beneﬁts show that staff positions
are “easy targets” when administrators are
determining where to make cuts.
Ofﬁcials announced at a Faculty Senate meeting in September that GW would
cover 90 percent of tuition for 18 credits a
year for employees enrolled in degree programs. It used to cover 96 percent of tuition
for 21 credits a year.
The Staff Association also called for

See TRAINING Page 6
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A portrait of dating violence on campus
Survivor finds a system
not designed for healing
COLLEEN MURPHY
NEWS EDITOR

This is part two of a three-part series chronicling an allegedly abusive relationship between
two GW students. We cover how the relationship
fell apart, the healing process and the intricacies of
GW’s judicial process. Part three will be published
next week.
A female graduate student used up the
six free University counseling sessions given
to students within an academic year laying
out the basic details of her four-year-long experience with dating violence.
Her situation was too complicated to
unravel in fewer appointments – a level of
complexity she said is common for dating violence survivors and a key reason she thinks
they should be allowed an exemption to receive more free sessions. Once her sessions
ran out, she had trouble ﬁguring out the next
steps to take because she had struggled to
cover the cost of appointments and didn’t
want to start over again with a new counselor.
“There’s a big upfront emotional investment in therapy, too. You have to explain

your context and establish a relationship
before any progress can be made. To have
to keep retelling the story can be exhausting
and discouraging,” said the student, who
was granted anonymity because of the sensitivity of the situation. Her family and professors were also granted anonymity.
Now in her second year of a joint-degree
program at GW, she said she was harassed,
threatened and cyber-stalked by a male
alumnus she met and started dating at GW
in 2011, the spring of her freshman year as
an undergraduate. The male alumnus was a
sophomore at the time.
She said she now wants to share her
story because she said GW needs to be better equipped to treat survivors of dating violence, especially in a university setting where
more than 40 percent of college-aged women
will experience an unhealthy romantic rela-

tionship, according to Break the Cycle, a national anti-domestic violence organization.
The barriers to healing can come after
a survivor tries to protect themselves after
going through the often grueling process of
notifying police or campus ofﬁcials about
an incident. GW recorded two instances of
dating violence in 2013, according its annual
security report. There have been no incidents
of dating violence reported to the University
Police Department since last April, according
to GW crime logs.
The student also said she struggled to
know when to ask professionals to step in on
her behalf, and she said the University did
not do enough to ensure she had access to
resources.
“All of this obviously happened while I
was at GW – [he] was a GW student and the
reporting was pretty traumatic. It was a very
GW issue in my life, but yet I couldn’t get the
services I needed, which was really frustrating,” she said.
While her relationship with the man began smoothly – with walks along the Georgetown waterfront, ﬂowers and jewelry – it became unhealthy over the course of about four
years. He allegedly threatened to kill her and
her ex-boyfriend, and reportedly attacked
her in a park off campus, according to police
See DATING VIOLENCE Page 6

New anti-sexual violence education to be online
Student leaders:
Mandatory online
training isn’t enough
ELLIE SMITH
CONTRIBUTING NEWS EDITOR

Student leaders are upping their push for
GW to create a mandatory, in-person sexual
violence prevention workshop after ofﬁcials
committed to rolling out the program in an
online module — a format the students say
will be ineffective.
The Class of 2019 will be required to
complete an online course centered on sexual violence awareness education, though a
groundswell of student support has called
for in-person training to occur at Colonial Inauguration. Student leaders say mandating
the online trainings will be difﬁcult to enforce
and GW could miss a chance to improve the
campus climate.
They say holding the trainings online
will not give students an opportunity to put
a face to the administrators to whom they
could one day report abuses. Sexual abuse
cases are among some of the most underreported crimes in the country, and student
leaders say having face-to-face conversations
before an incident occurs could help increase
the rate of reporting.
Ninety-two percent of students who voted in last month’s Student Association election voted in favor of having a mandatory
sexual violence education session at CI.

KATIE CAUSEY | HATCHET STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Laura Zillman, the vice president of Students Against Sexual Assault, said student sexual violence
prevention trainings should be completed in person, rather than through online modules. Students
made T-shirts with information about sexual violence during an event in University Yard on Sunday.

Student Association President Nick Gumas and Executive Vice President Avra Bossov said they will continue to push administrators for a mandatory session at CI.
“We are certainly not conﬁdent that the
things being proposed address the issues that
the referendum sought to resolve, particularly the issue of the red zone and making sure
that all students have the same basic level of
education,” Gumas said. The red zone is a
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The female graduate student said she has regularly used art as a “tool of self reflection” over the past year to help her process her emotions. She said she created a collage to show how images of women can be sexualized.
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Out with the old, in with the

new Metro cars

1,114 Metro railcars currently in use,
including 280 out of 300 original
cars from 1975

Eight series 7000 cars
debuting Tuesday

CRIME LOG

SIMPLE ASSAULT (DOMESTIC)/DESTRUCTION
Fulbright Hall
4/3/15 – 6:30 p.m. to 6:52 p.m.
Open case

A University Police Department ofﬁcer heard
a couple ﬁghting loudly. The woman, who was
unafﬁliated with the University, had scratched
the male student and broken a mirror but left
before ofﬁcers arrived on scene. The male student
did not want medical attention or want the
Metropolitan Police Department to be notiﬁed.
Open case

DISORDERLY CONDUCT
Shenkman Hall
4/4/15 – 1:50 a.m.
Case closed

POPULAR LAST WEEK
1

BEST OF
NORTHWEST

The Hatchet compiled
a list of the best
restaurants, activities
and bars in Northwest
D.C. after hundreds of
readers responded to
our online poll.

2

A PORTRAIT OF
DATING VIOLENCE
ON CAMPUS

In the first piece of a threepart series chronicling an
allegedly abusive relationship
between two GW students,
The Hatchet covers how it
turned more violent.

WORTH QUOTING

UPD responded to a report of an injured person.
The subject was belligerent and cursed at the
ofﬁcer and EMeRG crew members. He was
transported to GW Hospital by EMeRG.
Referred for disciplinary action

THEFT/DISORDERLY CONDUCT
University Yard
4/4/15 – 4:50 p.m.
Case closed

A student stole a hat and ran away after being told
to stop. Ofﬁcers found and detained the student.
He was assessed for intoxication but refused to
comply with EMeRG staff while he was being
transported to GW Hospital.
Referred for disciplinary action
—Compiled by Ben Kershner

We are certainly not confident that
the things being proposed address
the issues that the referendum
sought to resolve, particularly the
issue of the red zone and making
sure that all students have the
same basic level of education.
NICK GUMAS, Student Association

president, on an online format for sexual
assault education.
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GW INCREASES
UNDERGRADUATE
ADMISSIONS RATE
GW’s undergraduate
admissions rate has
jumped 13 percentage
points over the past two
years, part of a strategy to
cope with budget cuts.

WATCH
ONLINE

KATIE CAUSEY | HATCHET STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
The University has launched an investigation after the bricks in front of the George Washington statue in University Yard were spray-painted
in black with the words “GW owned 318 slaves,” followed by a phrase that included an expletive. The base of the statue was also spraypainted with an anarchist symbol.

Helium balloons, marching bands and
colorful floats filled Constitution Avenue on
Saturday for the National Cherry Blossom
Festival Parade. Video by Randala
Abraham and Blair Guild.

THIS WEEK
Tuesday, April 14

Women in Leadership: Security
Remembering the Holocaust: A Careers in the Private Sector
Story of Loss, Love and Survival Learn how to improve the status of
Hear two Holocaust survivors who lost
their relatives to genocide share their
stories in the memoir “Against All
Odds” at an exhibition.
5 p.m. • Gelman Library, Seventh
floor

Wednesday, April 15

The 30th Annual Excellence in
Student Life Awards
Cheer on other GW students while
they receive awards for contributions
to the GW community.
7 p.m. • Lisner Auditorium

women in security’s private sector by
listening to professionals in the field at
a panel discussion.
3:30 p.m. • Elliott School of
International Affairs

Emancipation Day Lecture:
Frederick Douglass’ Tales of
Abraham Lincoln

Listen to GW professor Robert Levine
relate Frederick Douglass’ famed
diatribes against slavery to public views
on president Abraham Lincoln.
6 p.m. • Elliott School of International
Affairs
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UPD chief candidates visit campus in final weeks of search
Eva palmer
& robin eberhardt

It’s [the community’s]
police department,
so they should have
some say in what type
of person they are
looking for in a police
chief.

HATCHET STAFF WRITERS

GW could have a new police
chief as early as this May.
University
officials
have
interviewed
at
least
four
candidates to replace Kevin Hay,
who stepped down as University
Police Department chief last
semester after four years leading
the force. They include the police
department’s interim chief Frank
Demes, as well as a candidate
from the Maryland State Troopers
and a woman in law enforcement
who has experience working on
domestic violence cases, students
who met with the candidates said.
The candidates spoke with
student panels at the end of March.
Student Association senators
and members of other student
organizations asked the candidates
how they would handle sexual
assault cases, drug and alcohol
violations, and campus safety
risks, students who attended said.
One student, who sat on one
of the panels and spoke on the
condition of anonymity because
the meetings were confidential,
said four candidates made it to
the final round of interviews.
Another student who sat on
the panel and also spoke on the
condition of anonymity said the
female candidate had worked on
the investigation after the Beltway
sniper attacks in 2003.
University
spokeswoman
Maralee Csellar confirmed that
students are “participating” in the
search for a new police chief.
“We will continue the search
until we find the best qualified

chuck drago
Consultant for police departments

HATCHET FILE PHOTO
GW is considering at least four candidates to fill the position of UPD chief. Student Association senators and other student
leaders have participated in the search process, getting to sit on interview panels and question the candidates.

candidate,” Csellar said in an
email. She declined to comment
further on the hiring process.
Senior Associate Vice President
for Safety and Security Darrell
Darnell declined to comment on
when the University would pick a
new police chief or who is under
consideration for the position.
Thomas Falcigno, an SA
senator who interviewed one
candidate as part of a student
panel, said it’s important to have

student input on who is chosen to
lead campus police because “UPD
is on the front line dealing with
us.” SA President Nick Gumas
reached out to Falcigno through
email to serve on the panel.
“It’s important that we create
an environment of mutual respect
between the students and UPD,”
he said.
Chuck Drago, a consultant
for police departments, said
candidates for university police

Innovation Task Force delayed
as officials reconfigure program
ryan lasker
CONTRIBUTING NEWS EDITOR

Officials will spend the
next five months re-envisioning
the University’s signature costcutting program – a delay that
comes as the task force hasn’t
unveiled a single new project in
a year.
The Innovation Task Force, a
group dedicated to cutting costs
and generating revenue for the
University, will hold off meeting
for the second semester in a row,
one of its leaders confirmed this
week. The program aims to secure
$60 million in savings or new
revenue streams by the end of
this calendar year, a commitment
that could be challenging as GW
has reinvested less than half that
amount into its budget.
The ITF also delayed
unveiling a new round of costsaving ideas last semester to
focus on previous projects
already introduced, including
reusing furniture and cutting
costs associated with food and
traveling.
Meghan Chapple, one of
the group’s leaders, said the ITF
won’t announce new ideas until
next fall, though in December,
she had said the program would
reconvene this spring. She said
the task force will use the extra
time to re-envision its structure
and develop a new future for the
program.
She added that not meeting
this semester does not mean the
task force is at a standstill, but
rather that no new projects will
be introduced until GW works
through its current ones.
“We have spent the past few
months meeting with members
of the Innovation Task Force
and reviewing current ITF
projects with an eye toward
reconceptualizing how the goal of
fostering innovation Universitywide can best be accomplished
going forward,” said Chapple,
who is also the director of the
Office of Sustainability.
The group’s former leader,
Dave Lawlor, left GW this fall and
was replaced by Chapple and Vice
Provost for Online Education and
Academic Innovation Paul Schiff
Berman. Chapple and Berman
declined to sit for interviews.
The delay will force the
program to fall behind the
schedule it has kept since its
inception in 2009. Officials used
to introduce typically seven ideas
for money-saving or cost-cutting
programs each semester.
As of December, $64.7 million
in savings had been identified for
the University. A portion of that
– $27 million – was reinvested
into this fiscal year’s budget.
University spokesman Kurtis
Hiatt declined to say how much
has been saved or created since
then.
With each ITF program
came a projected dollar amount
that GW could then incorporate
in its budget, but those weren’t

always reliable: The task force
overestimated its projections by
about $25 million in fall 2013, the
second-most recent meeting. That
misstep forced officials to scale
back projections for the initiative.
At the most recent round last
spring, the task force proposed
plans to save the University just
$1.4 million with small-scale
programs like reusing furniture,
decreasing spending on food and
reducing travel expenditures.
In the group’s first two years
of meetings, it found about $17
million in savings – nearly 30
percent of the total it wanted to
find – with big-picture ideas like
improving buildings’ efficiency
on campus.
The University recently
announced 5 percent budget cuts
across departments for next year,
a move which has forced divisions
to slash their budgets. GW also
fired 46 staff members last week,
shrinking the University’s salary
budget, a routinely highest
expense, according to financial
reports.
Joseph Cordes, an economics
professor and the chair of
the Faculty Senate’s finance
committee, said the University
put the responsibility of restricting
budgets on each individual
school rather than directly on the
ITF, which used to be the group’s
goal.
“It might be a good idea to
just step back a bit and kind of
reconvene at the beginning of
next year with there being more
clarity with what’s involved,” he
said. “It doesn’t make sense to
have the ITF look at these things
and administrations trying to
identify efficiencies.”
Chapple added that the task
force “will continue to generate
substantial financial benefits to
the University that both help
support strategic University
initiatives and help to maintain
core activities in times of budget
constraints.”
Chapple and Berman also
declined through a spokesperson
to comment on what the specific
changes to the program would
look like, what the ITF has already
set to change in the future or how
often the task force plans to meet
in the future.

They also declined to say
whether the group plans to scale
back its goals for cutting costs
and generating revenue, why
the ITF had planned to meet this
semester but now will not, what
the program’s role is in light of
University-wide budget cuts,
as well as statistics regarding
how much has been saved or
produced through the ITF to date.
University President Steven
Knapp created the task force five
years ago to help fund an increase
in how much officials could allot
to operational, or day-to-day,
costs. Reaching the $60 million
ITF goal would essentially double
the University’s endowment
payout. The University is allowed
to use about 5 percent from its
endowment each year to cover
operating expenses, an amount
that has increased 30 percent
since 2009 to about $78 million.
Dean of Student Affairs
Peter Konwerski said the task
force is still working through
the transition period with new
leaders and ideas.
“ITF remains a priority for the
Division of Student Affairs and
we look forward to working with
the new co-chairs as they review
current projects and determine the
best steps forward,” Konwerski
said.
Experts say task forces are
effective in limiting spending
in obvious areas like travel, but
once those costs are minimized,
there’s not much else they can
do. That makes it more difficult
to introduce new ideas often over
time.
Arthur Criscillis, a managing
partner at fundraising firm
Alexander-Haas, said universities
tend to cut spending in areas
that most campus community
members will not notice.
“When you first examine
a large organization like a
university, the likelihood of
finding what amounts to some
low-hanging fruit that you can
pare back on without really
doing damage is much higher,”
Criscillis said.
Criscillis also said that as time
goes on, there will be fewer places
within a university to make
significant reductions.

How the Innovation Task Force
helps GW’s bottom line
ITF initiatives
- 70+ proposed and being executed
- Reducing expenditures and creating revenue sources
$64.7 million identiﬁed
for future savings
$27 million reinvested into
GW’s budget in FY 2015

-

Professorships
Scholarships
Financial aid
Academic research
Strategic plan
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chief positions are typically officers
with a minimum of 10 to 12 years of
experience in a command position.
He said universities usually prefer
officers with experience on college
campuses and who have earned at
least a bachelor’s degree.
Drago said the finalists in
the process usually go through
interviews that include test
scenarios to see how the candidate
would react in specific situations
as police chief. He said members

of the community, neighboring
police chiefs and students may
also be involved in the interview
process.
“It’s their police department,
so they should have some say
in what type of person they are
looking for in a police chief,”
Drago said.
Drago also said universities
don’t usually involve current
UPD officers in their process for
choosing a new chief because they
would be working beneath the
new hire. He said it could lead
to a “sticky situation” if current
officers were involved.
“I’ve never seen a process that
involves current officers,” Drago
said. “It is very unusual.”
The new chief will lead a
department where five former
officers have filed complaints
for age-based, gender-based or
racial discrimination in the past
five years. In March, one former
UPD officer filed a lawsuit in D.C.
District Court, alleging she was
sexually harassed during her time
on the force.

Flag Day 2015

800 donors raised $41,000
to go toward:
- student life
- academic research
- scholarships
600 students

200 alumni

Competition success:

An anonymous donor gave $5,000 to student life because
more than 500 students
donated
the University.
GRAPHIC
BYto
ANNA
MCGARRIGLE I SENIOR DESIGNER
Source: GW Today

Two-day fundraising
blitz targets current
students, young alumni
avery anapol
HATCHET STAFF WRITER

A slew of GW’s latest donors
are still earning their degrees.
The University held its first
“Flag Day” this week, a two-day
fundraising blitz aimed at bringing
in donations from current students
and young alumni. It marked the
latest push in a series of fundraising
efforts this year — but was the first
ever highly public appeal to ask
students from all grades to give
while still paying tuition.
The event raised about $40,000
that came from more than 600
current students and 200 alumni.
Because more than 500 students
made donations, an anonymous
donor contributed an additional
$5,000 to student life causes such
as mental health resources and
campus events. A group of donors,
including members of the GW
Parents Campaign Philanthropy
Board, also matched donations that
young alumni gave dollar-for-dollar
on Thursday.
Members of the student life
office organized events Wednesday
and Thursday at campus hubs like
University Yard and Kogan Plaza
to fundraise, stationing students
and administrators around the
neighborhood to publicize the
event.
Students were invited to write
thank-you notes to alumni donors,
take photos in a photo booth with
mascot GW George and mingle with
University President Steven Knapp
and other officials. Throughout the
week, buildings on campus were
adorned with “Commander-inChief” flags – a way for passersby
to know that their construction was
made possible by alumni donations.
Steve Frenkil, the president of
the GW Alumni Association, said
in an email that Flag Day was a
“successful and enjoyable event.”
“It is another good example
of the many ways that the GW
Community supports each other,
and of Colonials helping Colonials,”
Frenkil said.
Rachel Azarow, who graduated
from GW in 2012 with a degree in
English, said she wanted to give to
the University during Flag Day to

maximize her donation. She tends
to make contributions on days
when GW is running a donation
campaign.
“I like to help their numbers on
those days,” Azarow said. “I think
it’s significant.”
The donations are pointed at
specific parts of the University, so
Azarow chose to give to the studentrun ambulance service EMeRG
because of their high operating
costs, she said.
Arthur Criscillis, a managing
partner at the fundraising firm
Alexander-Haas,
said
asking
students for donations is not new
in higher education. He added
that such campaigns are less about
raking in serious gifts and more
aimed at getting students to think
of the University as a philanthropic
cause, which they could contribute
to later in life.
GW has asked current students
to donate to the school since the
1980s through the Senior Class Gift
campaign. Last year, the program
raised $86,000 from more than half
of the senior class.
But getting students into a
pattern of giving earlier on has
been a cornerstone of the campaign
because it will likely translate into
upping GW’s alumni donor rate.
Historically, about 10 percent of
alumni give annually, a lower rate
than those of GW’s peer schools.
Criscillis
said
student
fundraising campaigns do not
typically look to raise large amounts.
“You’re not going to run a
campaign among the students
to
establish
an
endowed
professorship,” Criscillis said. Since
a public launch last summer, the
University’s has already brought
in more than $700 million for its $1
billion campaign.
Criscillis said the students’
donations make a small impact
when considered in the larger
context of a fundraising campaign.
“It’s not like in the grand scheme
of a billion dollar campaign that the
gifts of the students are going to,
you know, help that campaign as a
whole to take a giant leap forward,”
he said.
—Ryan Lasker contributed
reporting.
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What the University won't talk about this week

from

How a new online training module focused on sexual violence prevention will differ
from the MyStudentBody program. (p. 1)
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We wonder, given the Board of Trustees’ apparently
dismissive attitude toward shared governance and
meaningful faculty input, who’s the bully now?

–Faculty Association REPRESENTATIVES on potential changes to the faculty code • April 9
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Just a few years ago, GW was moving full speed ahead. Between 2011 and
2013, the University broke ground on the
Science and Engineering Hall, started
building District House, finished renovations to the second floor of Gelman Library and finalized the 10-year strategic
plan.
Back then, GW’s priorities were focused on growth and innovation, and it’s
clear officials had high hopes that their
plans would fall into place.
It’s hard to believe, given that enthusiasm, that we’d be where we are
now, just a few years later. The University might still be in a forward-thinking
mindset, but recent news of staff layoffs
and a campus-wide budget crunch –
caused by a dip in graduate enrollment
– tell a different story.
The admission rate just soared to
the highest it’s been in a decade – about
45 percent – in an attempt to bring in
more revenue. This week, the University announced that it had eliminated
46 employee positions. And the music
department is still reeling from the announcement that it would be cut nearly
in half.
A lot of the conversation surrounding GW’s financial woes has been focused on these day-to-day impacts on
student, faculty and staff. Those stories
may make it seem like the world is crashing down around us, since they feel more
tangible in the context of our own lives.
Couple that with the somewhat uncertain future of the strategic plan, and it
feels hard to bet on GW right now.
In December, the strategic plan was
cut by $8.2 million. Then the University
announced in March that specific parts
would be delayed, making it one of the
most prominent items on the chopping
block when it came time to address the
budget crunch.
But in the long term, there’s no need
to panic. Students, faculty and staff
should keep in mind that the headlines
don’t always give the full picture of the
state of GW – one that’s actually more
stable than scary. The strategic plan has
only been in place for two years, and
though it has suffered some temporary
damage, there’s still plenty of time to
implement it. In fact, officials have accomplished a fair number of the goals
laid out in the plan already.
For example, the University removed some academic requirements to
make it easier for students to apply to
GW and transfer between schools once
they get here. It has developed several
programs to boost international student
enrollment, loosen GW’s ban on classified research and develop interdisciplinary programs like those dealing with big
data analytics.
And in the past academic year, the
University has hired new deans in its
three biggest schools who can play a major part in implementing other aspects of
the strategic plan.
Perhaps the college that’s been hit
the hardest is the GW School of Business:
The school will feel the effects of the budget crunch, but in addition, former dean
Doug Guthrie was fired in 2013 after the
school overspent by $13 million during
his tenure. Until now, the school hasn’t
had a plan to pay back the deficit, leaving its new dean, Linda Livingstone, in a
scary position.
But GW revealed just last week what
sounds like the best plan for paying back
that deficit – it will be split, right down
the middle, between the business school
and the provost’s office. If anything, that
shows that one of the biggest problems
that plagued her predecessor’s tenure –
miscommunication with administrators
– could perhaps be avoided in the future.
Although the business school is in a
tepid spot, it now has a measured action
plan to pay back the deficit. This plan can
serve as a clean slate, leaving Livingstone
with an opportunity to turn the worst
situation into one of the best by pushing
her school into the future and serving as
a confident leader.
If Livingstone helps the business
school to bounce back, she has the
chance to set an example for her fellow
deans and for the rest of GW.

Cartoon

Don’t lose
hope for
GW’s longterm plans

If
I’m
walking back to my residence hall at night and I start
to feel unsafe, how do I get a
ride? Thankfully, I’ve never
felt like I was in serious danger on or near GW’s campus,
but if I ever did, I’d request an
Uber – not a 4-RIDE.
If students do feel unsafe
near or on campus, officials
recommend they use 4-RIDE.
But the truth is, I don’t think I
can count on that system as an
efficient or reliable option.
At the start of the month,
the University of Florida followed in the footsteps of GW's
peer school the University of
Southern California and entered into a partnership with
Uber to supplement its saferide program – a step GW
should also take to provide
students with a dependable
option for getting home.
Why? Simply put, it’s
fast: Newsweek reported that
the median response time for
Uber in D.C. is three and a half
minutes. Its smartphone app
that uses GPS technology to
connect riders and drivers is
easily accessible on my phone,
and I can walk toward the car
as I see it coming on the map.
Senior Associate Vice
President for Safety and Security Darrell Darnell told me
through a spokesman that “4RIDE is designed to be used as
a security escort for students
who feel unsafe and need a
ride immediately or for students who need to get to a lo-

cation on campus at night, but
would otherwise have to go
there alone.”
But in practice, it takes
me several minutes to even
request a ride. I can call an operator, or I can sign in to fill out
the four-question form online
or on the GW mobile app.
There’s no way to know
how long I’ll have to wait for
a ride before I request it. By
contrast, I can see how many
minutes away an Uber car
is as soon as I open the app.
All 4-RIDE does is send a text
when my vehicle is en route,
and I have no way of knowing
when it has arrived. Darnell
has said in the past that the
goal is for students to get a ride
within 15 minutes of calling
for one – a far cry from Uber’s
three-minute window.
The only advantage of
4-RIDE now is that it’s free –
but that means students who
can’t afford a service like Uber
are left without a reliable, efficient option. University
spokesman Kurtis Hiatt declined to comment on whether
GW would be open to exploring a partnership with Uber.
At UF, the restrictions are
simple: Students who enter a
code provided by the student
government are eligible to request an Uber from Wednesday to Saturday between 10
p.m. and 3 a.m. They receive
a 50 percent discount on their
rides. The new partnership is
not replacing UF’s security service, but rather supplementing
it at peak hours.

At USC, students
complained of long wait times
and unreliability from their
campus van service, prompting that school to partner with
Uber in January. Whenever
wait periods exceed 15 minutes, students are forwarded
to the Uber app and the trip
is free. Rides taken through
Uber’s programs at USC and
UF are only discounted if they
begin and end on or around
campus, similar to 4Ride's service area at GW.

Margot Besnard
Writer
Students have called attention to 4-RIDE's inefficiency for
years. Most recently, Student
Association
President-elect
Andie Dowd campaigned on
improving 4-RIDE to make it
more like Uber.
In her platform, she suggested implementing TapRide
– an app in place at Northwestern University, another peer
school – as one possible option,
describing it in The Hatchet’s
editorial board’s endorsement
hearing as “Uber-style technology.”
When I asked Dowd's
thoughts about partnering
with Uber directly, she told me
in an email, “It is an interesting
idea, but I think it's important
to be realistic with our goals.
It is definitely something that
we will look into and research,

and we
would love to learn
more about the program.”
Many students already
know, like and use Uber.
Its technology is superior,
and when it needs to be upgraded, users simply update
the app. Dowd should look
to other universities that are
partnering with Uber for examples of programs to provide students with an effective safe-ride option.
Michelle Garcia, the associate director of transit at
USC, told me that the program there is funded by the
University but her office
isn’t allowed to release specific cost numbers under the
terms of their contract with
Uber. That means that if GW
were to enter into a similar
partnership, it may have to
foot some of the costs.
Uber spokesman Taylor
Bennett did not comment on
whether Uber would be interested in exploring a partnership specifically with GW, but
did write in an email that the
company is “constantly exploring new opportunities to
provide value to our users and
positively impact their local
communities.”
Even though I've never
felt unsafe on GW's campus,
many do, and those students
deserve a reliable option to get
them home safe.
—Margot Besnard, a sophomore
majoring in political science, is a
Hatchet opinions writer.

Consider MOOC performance on applications

T

his is for the few who
will change the game
and affect the lives of
everyone.”
That’s the type of student
GW is looking for – at least, that's
according to a video on its admissions website. Not unlike other
schools, GW likes to brag that
it only accepts the best and the
brightest – and just a few weeks
ago, the Class of 2019 found out
that they fit the bill.
But college admissions has
been the subject of criticism, especially when it comes to using
standardized tests – like the SATs
and ACTs – as important factors
in the process. But success on the
SATs is often determined by parental income, and standardized
tests are not necessarily the best
measures of a student’s ability to
perform in college.
Instead, GW should rework
its application process to factor
in a student's performance in free
massive open online courses. Because MOOCs are designed by
college professors and based on
college courses, high schoolers
can take them to show their mastery of a topic before enrolling.
By considering students
who have succeeded in MOOCs
– whether those offered by GW
or by another college – the University will be able to admit tal-

ented students from a larger pool
and more diverse backgrounds,
with perhaps a higher capacity to
stand out in college.

Felipe Chiriboga
Writer
Of course, online classes are
different from traditional ones.
But MOOCs give a more tangible
idea of how a prospective student
will fare in a real college course,
since standardized tests measure
what students have learned in
high school rather than evaluating how they handle new, more
advanced information. The University can weigh MOOCs more
heavily without abandoning old
admissions practices. A student’s
performance in a MOOC could
simply be complementary to his
or her scores in AP or IB courses
and on standardized tests.
This idea is not without precedent: Colleges across the country have started offering MOOCs
and are looking for ways to incorporate them into the admissions
process. Elite colleges like MIT
and Harvard have begun using
MOOCs to reach high school students and have even admitted
some based on their results.
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University
spokeswoman
Maralee Csellar told me that
admissions decisions are made
based on the entire application
packet, including components
like grades, test scores and letters of recommendation, but she
declined to comment on whether
or not MOOC grades are specifically taken into account.
GW launched its first MOOC
last fall and has started offering
more – which gives prospective students an opportunity to
show initiative by trying them
out. The University should encourage prospective students
to take the free online classes it
already offers, which cover topics like aerodynamics, numerical
methods and, soon, the Federal
Reserve. Not only will this give
an indication of who are the most
passionate students during the
admissions process, but it will
also boost the numbers of people
enrolled in the University’s existing MOOCs.
Taking MOOCs into consideration will also provide greater
opportunities for under-privileged students. High school students from affluent families can
afford tutoring and extra help
when preparing for the SATs – a
luxury that gives them a leg up
when college application season
comes around. MOOCs, on the

other hand, simply require an Internet connection.
A problem with this initiative, however, is the low completion rate of MOOCs. It’s estimated that less than 10 percent
of registered students complete
the courses. But if high school
students knew their scores could
impact admissions decisions,
they might be more likely to follow through.
It’s also unclear how many
high schoolers have enrolled
in MOOCs, and that number is
likely low. However, high school
teachers have started to use these
free online courses to supplement
their own lessons – a strategy that
might not only inspire students
to enroll in MOOCs, but can also
help students complete them.
Success in a college-level online course not only shows intellectual proficiency, but also perseverance, self-motivation, and
organizational and time management skills – which we have all
found to be very useful in college.
Taking college-level courses
as a high school student shows
initiative and determination –
and that’s the kind of student
GW should be chasing.
—Felipe Chiriboga, a sophomore
double-majoring in economics and
philosophy, is a Hatchet opinions
writer.
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SA cabinet position to replace Marvin Center Governing Board
EVA PALMER
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

One of GW’s oldest
campus organizations is
coming to an end.
The Marvin Center
Governing
Board
will
be replaced by a Student
Association cabinet position
for the next academic year,
the SA conﬁrmed Friday —
a move SA President-elect
Andie Dowd said would
make her organization more
effective and streamlined.
The
board,
which
was established in 1969,
has brought extra student
space to the Marvin Center,
renovated ﬂoors of the
building and doled out
ofﬁce space to student
organizations in recent years.
A director of Marvin Center
affairs will replace the group,
which also oversees the
Student Dining Board and
meets with administrators
about dining and the ofﬁce
space in the Marvin Center.
“The chair of MCGB
and SA leaders have been
interested in moving the
position under the SA and
the new school year provides
the best opportunity to do
so,” Dowd said in an email.
“That is why we have chosen
to turn the role of MCGB
into a singular director
position, which will have the
full backing of the next SA
administration.”
Dowd said the plans to
dissolve MCGB have been

It is important to
have widespread
student involvement
by an elected body
that can talk directly
to administrators
rather than a single
appointed position
within the SA.
ALEX TEPLYAKOV
MCGB external vice chair
ongoing, and student leaders
from both MCGB and the SA
have discussed the move for
at least a year.
Last year, MCGB leaders
considered restructuring to
become part of the Student
Association, but decided
against the move in order to
remain a group.
Dowd said the cabinet
member would perform the
same jobs as the group, such
as allocating ofﬁce spaces for
the University’s more than
400 student organizations.
“It is important that
the SA has an organized
advocacy
approach,
especially as changes can
possibly come to the Marvin
Center with the end of the
Sodexo contract,” Dowd said.
“We are moving forward
with the consolidation of
the position, because it is
important that the SA is as

CHARLIE LEE I HATCHET STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
The Marvin Center Governing Board, which will be replaced by a Student Association cabinet position
next year, was established in 1969 and was responsible for meeting with administrators to discuss dining
and rooms in the Marvin Center.

effective as possible.”
MCGB received about
$30,000 in funding from
GW, and the board’s chair
previously received a $7,500
tuition scholarship.
The group also counts
successes like securing a
quarter of a million dollars
in renovations to the fourth
ﬂoor of the Marvin Center,
a project that created
additional late-night study
space for students.
Alex Teplyakov, the
board’s external vice chair,

said he strongly opposed
the change. He said putting
the group’s responsibilities
under the SA would dilute
its efforts because one person
would be tasked with duties
previously assigned to an
entire board, which included
ﬁve people this year.
“It is important to
have widespread student
involvement by an elected
body that can talk directly
to administrators rather than
a single appointed position
within the SA,” he said.

Teplyakov added that
dissolving the group would
“diminish” the role of the
Marvin Center, a building
that has long been regarded
as the closest space GW
students have to a traditional
student hub.
“Moving to the SA gives
up on the idea of having the
Marvin Center as a center for
the student space,” he said.
Dylan Pyne, who served
as the chair of MCGB three
years ago, said it wasn’t
necessary for the duties of

the board to be carried out by
more than one person.
He also said most
students who want to be
involved in GW student
government run for a more
high-proﬁle position, like
SA president, rather than
MCGB.
“It’s probably not an
ambitious students’ ﬁrst
choice of what they want to
get involved,” he said. “The
composition of the board
may not be the most active
students on campus.”
He added that whoever
lands the cabinet position
should have strong ties with
administrators and staff who
work in GW’s Events and
Venues department, which
plans programming in the
building.
Current SA President
Nick Gumas said he was
excited to see the position
added, along with another
new cabinet position for
health and wellness.
“The director of the
Marvin Center affairs will
play a role in acting as a
middleman between student
orgs, Student Association
and Marvin Center-speciﬁc
things,” Gumas said.
Gumas added that the
health and wellness position,
which he suggested the
SA create, will focus on
helping implement the peercounseling program.
—Andrew Gousward
and Jacqueline Thomsen
contributed reporting.

Staff reel from layoffs, push for
more input in future decisions
From Page 1

Trustees quell faculty concerns
over decision-making powers
MARY ELLEN MCINTIRE
NEWS EDITOR

Trustees
reassured
concerned professors at a
meeting Friday that they
wouldn't sidestep the Faculty Senate before overhauling the University's
governance policies.
In what was largely anticipated to be one of this
year's most contentious
Faculty Senate meetings,
trustees looked to ease tensions over how changes to
GW’s faculty code would
be approved. They said
they will wait to ﬁnalize the
changes until the Faculty
Senate passes a resolution
— a comforting move after faculty voiced concerns
about their involvement.
Still,
the
working
groups – made up of professors,
administrators
and trustees – did not accept many recommendations that the Faculty Senate committees made. The
working groups did incorporate a recommendation
from Faculty Senate leaders
to set a minimum number
of full-time faculty that
would need to serve on a
dean search committee, for
example.
Other
recommendations, like ones requiring
Faculty Senate members
to have worked at GW for
a minimum of six years
or limiting the number of
voting trustees on dean
search committees, were
not included in the working
groups' ﬁnal proposals.
Faculty members’ few
questions marked a quick
change in reaction following two weeks of contentious town hall meetings.
The working groups shared
their proposals and ﬁelded
questions from faculty at
the meetings, which took
place about a month after

the proposals were ﬁrst released.
Melani McAlister, the
chair of the American studies department and a Faculty Senate member, was one
of a handful of senators to
comment on the presentation, and noted that senate
committees and working
groups have been very involved in the process.
“Our job is not just to
support what the working
groups did, but consider
principled, detailed responses,” McAlister said.
“Whatever the traditions
are, habits have been, then
it’s going to be the job of
the Board of Trustees to respond to the senate proposals.”
She added that the senate committees haven't just
responded to the working
groups, but have put forth
their own ideas. Faculty
had said their role in the ﬁnal revisions process wasn’t
clearly outlined, and they
were primarily concerned
that the process and revisions could limit their role
in the University’s shared
governance procedures.
“Sometimes I feel like
they have yet to acknowledge that there are these
parallel recommendations
from standing senate committees,” she said in an interview.
Board of Trustees Chair
Nelson Carbonell and the
chair of the board’s academic affairs committee,
Madeleine Jacobs, both
spoke at the meeting, which
other trustees and working
group members attended.
Jacobs, who has also
chaired the Board’s subcommittee on faculty governance this year, reviewed
the working groups’ proposals over the past seven
months. While the groups
received feedback on their

proposed changes from
Faculty Senate committees,
she said they stuck with
their original recommendations.
“This has been a collaborative and collegial
process. The trustees have
consistently kept faculty,
the Faculty Senate and the
Faculty Senate executive
committee updated on its
progress throughout the
year,” she said at the meeting. “Collaboration, however, does not mean that we
are in agreement on every
item.”
Carbonell ﬁrst introduced the code overhaul
nearly two years ago, after
trustees approved the strategic plan, and the issue
has been a point of contention between faculty and
the Board over the last two
years. The working groups
were formed in the fall and
reviewed the University’s
current policies for the area
each was assigned. In January, they sent their recommendations to the Faculty
Senate committees for review.
Carbonell said in an
email that the working
groups and senate committees have had a “healthy relationship, with lots of back
and forth discussion.”
“All
recommendations from the Faculty
Senate committees were
fully discussed by the
working groups and
some were adopted or
amended,” he said. “In
other cases, the working groups felt that the
Faculty Senate recommendations were not
responsive to the comments we heard from
faculty in 2013 during the
two dozen town hall and
school meetings and the
subsequent 2014 online
questionnaire.”

''
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Melani McAlister, a member of the Faculty Senate, was one of the few senators to question Board
of Trustees members about proposed changes to the faculty code Friday.

more communication between the University administration and staffer members
in decisions about employment and beneﬁts.
“Staff must be offered
participation in discussions
directly related to their futures at GW,” the release
read. “To exclude staff from
these conversations may offer fewer obstacles for immediate budget relief, but it
lacks foresight regarding the
impact on staff welfare and
internal relations.”
A University spokeswoman declined to comment
on which positions were
eliminated, who will take
over their responsibilities,
how many vacant positions
were eliminated, or how GW
will help those who lost their
jobs to transition.

The only two ways
you got to fix it is to
raise the bridge or
lower the water, and
they’re clearly trying
to do that.
JOSEPH CORDES
Faculty Senate Finance
Committee chair
Vice President for Human Resources Sabrina Ellis said in a GW release last
week that the decisions for
which positions to cut “were

SAMUEL KLEIN | SENIOR PHOTO EDITOR
University President Steven Knapp said at Friday’s Faculty Senate
meeting that the University would cut positions in its central
administration by 5 percent to help reduce costs.

made by units carefully with
much forethought.”
“We want the best for
all our employees, and we
will work to help those in
transition as well those in
newly restructured units,”
she said.
Staff cuts came just a
week after an announcement
that the University would restructure staff roles to streamline hierarchical ladders and
make it easier for employees
to be promoted within their
own departments.
Joseph Cordes, the chair
of the Faculty Senate’s ﬁnance committee, said GW
eliminated staff positions because revenue grew by 4 percent while expenses grew by
8 percent last year.
“The only two ways you
got to ﬁx it is to raise the
bridge or lower the water,

and they’re clearly trying to
do that,” Cordes said.
Noel Radomski, the
director for the Wisconsin
Center for the Advancement in Postsecondary
Education, said administrative cuts are “very
common” when dealing
with budget cuts.
Radomski said that staff
cuts are most logical because
staff member are not tenured
like faculty, and students
lose access to courses when
tenured, associate or adjunct
professor numbers are reduced.
“They try to reduce the
harm to the core of the university mission which is
teaching and, secondarily, research and service,” Radomski said.
—Mel McIntire contributed
reporting.
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Student seeks counseling center
changes for dating violence survivors
From Page 1
reports and hours of interviews.
Both students also broke
two No Contact orders that
GW ofﬁcials put in place
during their time as undergraduates. Last month, the
female student secured an
Order of Protection through
D.C. Superior Court against
the man, who is now an
alumnus.
This story is the second
in a three-part series giving a
close look at dating violence
on campus: the inner-workings of a relationship, the
University Counseling Center’s response to survivors
of dating violence and GW’s
judicial process.

Struggling to cover the cost

GW offers six free counseling sessions to students
each academic year. When
the female graduate student
booked her ﬁrst appointment in the spring of 2012 —
while she was still an undergraduate — she struggled to
make more sessions ﬁt her
schedule because she often
worked internships that
ﬁlled business hours.
After returning from her
time abroad during her second undergraduate year, she
connected with a counselor
at UCC who she worked
with during the spring semester of 2013 and into the
next fall. Because they built
up a strong relationship, the
graduate student wanted to
continue working with the
counselor after running out
of free sessions.
She qualiﬁed for discounted counseling based
on her family’s income and
spaced out her appointments so she could keep up
with paying $20 per session.
Counseling normally costs
$60 per session. As a student
on a budget, she said she
struggled to cover the costs.

She also wanted to keep the
appointments conﬁdential
and not ask her parents for
more money.
Last summer, she participated in a support group
through the D.C. Rape Crisis
Center, and she has turned to
artwork and journaling as a
way to process her emotions.
Dean of Student Affairs
Peter Konwerski said in an
email statement that ofﬁcials “do not have plans” to
change the fee structure at
UCC. He said students can
be referred to low-fee clinics in the area or apply for
grants to cover the cost of
counseling through the University’s ﬁnancial aid ofﬁce.
Konwerski said the
Sexual Assault Response
Consultative Team, a group
of trained staff members
who work with survivors,
provides information about
resources and may refer students to counseling. UCC is
a short-term center where
students can make initial appointments and be referred
out for more long-term care.
Still, limiting the free sessions available at UCC to six
is “woefully inadequate,”
said Paul Schewe, the director of the Interdisciplinary Center for Research on
Violence and an associate
professor in the Department
of Criminology, Law and
Justice at the University of Illinois at Chicago.
“You’ll perhaps need a
longer-term relationship of
three months or six months
[with your counselor],”
Schewe said.
The University has
prioritized mental health
resources on campus over
the last several years. UCC
was one of just three departments on campus to receive
a budget increase last year.
Ofﬁcialshave added ﬁve clinicians since December.
The center has one clinician speciﬁcally focused on

relationships and trauma,
according to its website.

Guiding survivors through
the process

The student said administrators or University
Police Department ofﬁcers
would list resource options
for her when she would report violations, but she said
she needed “someone to sit
down and say, ‘This is dating
violence.’”
“Even if they can’t have
that conversation because of
privacy or liability, at least
strongly encourage me to
get to UCC,” she said. “Just
sending a phone number
and name through email is
not nearly enough, especially when it’s coming from an
ofﬁcer you spent 30 minutes
with.”
She said GW ofﬁcials
need more education on the
intricacies of dating violence
and should create a support
group for victims of dating
violence. The University
does not have a group counseling program speciﬁcally
focused on victims of dating violence, according to its
website.
Konwerski said ofﬁcials
choose group counseling
topics based on “a variety
of factors, including student
need and interest and staff
resources.”
Tina Bloom, an associate professor in the Sinclair
School of Nursing at the
University of Missouri who
has studied partner violence,
said colleges have not “quite
wrapped our heads around
the dynamic and difﬁculty
of responding to survivors.”
Bloom said ofﬁcials need
to be aware of the resources
to which they can direct a
survivor, but they should do
more than hand the person
a list.
“You really need not
only knowledge of the resources but someone that

can go with her and walk
her to the resource center,”
Bloom said.

Building a support system

Experts said it is common for a survivor to slowly
share pieces of his or her
experience with close family and friends. Her faculty
mentor, who has taught the
graduate student in four
courses during her time at
GW and speaks to her weekly, said since she arrived
at GW in 2008, two other
graduate students have approached her after they were
sexually assaulted.
But the professor said
as a faculty member, it is
sometimes difﬁcult to know
exactly what students are
going through because not
every professor forms those
close bonds. She said that’s
why faculty should educate
themselves about resources
on campus and check in if it
seems like a student needs
help or guidance.
“Part of the normal
process of conveying information is to help students
realize they don’t have to
be alone if they are going
through trouble,” the professor said.
The graduate student
spent last fall semester away
from campus and stayed
with her oldest brother and
sister-in-law, who she said
have been two of her biggest
supporters. The sister-in-law
said GW must better deﬁne
its departments’ roles and
who students should contact
if they’ve experienced dating
violence.
“She still cared about
him, but she was scared,” the
sister-in-law said. “And that
scenario is probably one a
lot of women in her position
end up in and don’t know
what to do. That’s a gray
area for the school where
they don’t have a lot of support.”
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Student Association President Nick Gumas spoke at last
month’s SA meeting about sexual violence prevention.

Students criticize
online trainings
From Page 1
programs covering sexual
assault resources offered
during existing sessions at
CI. The program will give
students information about
sexual assault and tools
to help prevent incidents,
while outlining campus resources.
In recent years, new
students have already been
required to complete MyStudentBody, an online course
with lessons about alcohol,
drugs and sexual violence.
Konwerski declined to comment on how a new module
would differ from MyStudentBody.
Konwerski
declined
through a spokeswoman
to sit for an interview or respond to further questions in
an email.
In February, Gumas
asked the Board of Trustees
to support creating a mandatory training session at
CI. Gumas said then that at
last year’s CI, only one student attended an optional
session about safety and
security, which included
sexual assault prevention
education.
The SA has worked with
GW Students Against Sexual Assault and student life

administrators to compare
other universities’ training
programs to ﬁnd the one that
would be the best ﬁt for GW,
SASA members said.
Several SASA leaders
found that about 70 universities across the country
have implemented standalone sexual violence prevention training sessions at
their freshman orientation
programs, including GW’s
peer schools American and
Georgetown universities —
a fact that they recently presented to Konwerski.
SASA’s vice president,
Laura Zillman, said in the
best programs, students
complete in-person trainings
either before or after completing online modules.
Zillman said SASA leaders began “throwing their
weight” behind implementing stand-alone training after
the University released the
results of a campus climate
survey in February.
About 80 percent of
students said they did not
know how to contact the
Title IX ofﬁce, which deals
with student and faculty
concerns about sexual harassment.
“We were able to say,
‘Look at these numbers. This
is a problem,’” Zillman said.

Sigma Chi leader ‘embarrassed’ by prevention event
HATCHET REPORTER

Student leaders across
campus have criticized a
sexual assault prevention
workshop with Greek life
chapters, saying it used
problematic language and
did not go far enough to
teach the audience about the
dangers of sexual assault.
Sigma Chi hosted a
presentation in Lisner Auditorium on Thursday to
educate about 300 members
of Greek life, the ﬁrst time
such a large portion of the
community has gathered to
talk about sexual violence
prevention.
But after the event’s
keynote speaker made insensitive comments about
sexual assault and members
of the audience also made
inappropriate
comments,
student leaders said the
event missed the mark.
“We’re embarrassed,”
said Neil Rosacker, the

president of GW’s chapter
of Sigma Chi, adding that he
takes responsibility for the
event.
Mark Howard was the
event’s keynote speaker,
and began by asking nearly
a dozen audience members
how often they think about
sex. He then asked students
to anonymously text words
that they associate with having sex, which resulted in
inappropriate messages being displayed on the projection screen.
When Howard discussed Title IX and the Clery
Act, two landmark pieces of
federal legislation meant in
part to shape universities’
response to sexual assault
and harassment, he apologized for the “boring” information.
Howard told audience
members to think about
sexual assault as if a female
member of their family had
been attacked. But several
members of the audience

later criticized him for implying that sexual assault is
only a problem once it becomes personal.
Sigma Chi members began planning the event early
in the fall alongside their
international organization,
and leaders of the chapter said then they hoped it
would become an opportunity for Greek life members
and all student leaders to
talk about sexual assault,
how to prevent it and how
alcohol factors into decision
making.
The
Interfraternity
Council’s vice president of
public relations, Bo Erickson, said the presentation is
typically given to individual
Sigma Chi chapters, and
Thursday was the ﬁrst time
that it has been shown to
hundreds of students in an
auditorium.
He said the program is
in “ﬂux” and that changes
need to be made to accommodate a more diverse au-
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dience.
“I hope the program
will keep growing and keep
fostering conversations,” he
said.

This showed me how
much more work there
is to be done, and next
time someone says
we’re not the problem,
I can say we have a
lot longer to go before
we’re really a solution.
MOLLIE BOWMAN
Panhellenic Association
president
GW’s chapter of Sigma
Chi released a statement
Friday saying that the
workshop wasn’t what the
chapter expected and that it
was below the standard for
which the GW community
strives. The statement also

said chapter members did
not want Thursday’s event
to be the end of the conversation about sexual assault.
“Our chapter is committed to working with our Sigma Chi National Headquarters to improve their sexual
misconduct program,” the
statement read. “We look
forward to working with
other student organizations
to improve the community
and prevent sexual misconduct at GW.”
Panhellenic
Association President Mollie Bowman said the program,
which was optional for
all members of Greek life,
was a “wake-up call” and
displayed a disconnect between what national chapters think are the reasons for
sexual assault and what the
solutions are.
She also said the language used during the presentation was insensitive to
the possibility that audience
members could have been

sexual assault survivors
themselves.
“This showed me how
much more work there is
to be done, and next time
someone says we’re not the
problem, I can say we have a
lot longer to go before we’re
really a solution,” she said.
Laura Zillman, the
vice president of Students
Against Sexual Assault,
called the presentation
“alarming” in an email to
the international president
of Sigma Chi that was obtained by the Hatchet.
“I know many students
besides myself were extremely disappointed, embarrassed, and even angry
that this presentation was
allowed at GW and hailed
as a watershed moment for
our Greek community,” she
wrote in the email.
The Hatchet incorrectly reported that Mark Howard was
the former president of Sigma
Chi’s international organization. We regret this error.
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THE GHOST OF PAUL
REVERE

KITTY, DAISY, &LEWIS

The indie group has played at
venues like Bonnaroo, Austin City
Limits and SXSW. Now, the band
is touring the country following
the release of a new album called
“Deliverance.”

The group, which just released
its album “The Third,” fuses
R&B, swing music, country
and rock. It will be joined by
emerging British pop artist
Gemma Ray.

DC9
April 15 • $12-14

Treehouse lounge
April 14 • $10-13

The “holler folk” band, which
blends genres like folk, country
and blues, will bring its unique
sound to this intimate D.C. venue.

THIS WEEK IN
GW HISTORY

RIVER CITY EXTENSION

U Street Music Hall
April 17 • $15

April 13, 2005: Former GW professor Nabih Bedewi pleads guilty to embezzling
nearly $1 million in federal funds from the University.

ON A MISSION TO FIND THE BEST WAFFLES
monopoly
MADELYNE ASHWORTH
HATCHET REPORTER

The District may be crazy
about brunch, but it’s hard to
ﬁnd a menu with more than
the classic “Belgian wafﬂe
with strawberries.” And
after coming to GW, I was
heartbroken to ﬁnd that D.C.
lacked late-night diners to
help me relive the midnight
IHOP runs I did in my
hometown of Richmond, Va.
Since the nearest Wafﬂe
House is an hour away in
Virginia, I set out out to ﬁnd
the best D.C. joints for some
extravagant, atypical wafﬂe
dishes.

OPEN CITY

2331 Calvert St. NW
Nearest Stop: Woodley ParkZoo
Price: $8 to $14
I had high hopes for
this edgy cafe, which is just
around the corner from the
Metro station, when I saw
the bartender dressed in full
drag.
Open
City
serves
breakfast all day, so I went

SAKSHI BHARGAVA | HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER
The waffles at B Too may be a bit pricey, but the restaurant is the ultimate waffle champion for a reason.

in the late afternoon and
found the Chai Wafﬂe:
a Belgian wafﬂe with
chai syrup, homemade
whipped
cream
and
strawberries. In theory,
this wafﬂe is unique and
appealing, but I found the
combination
off-putting
and the wafﬂe itself too
bland.
However, the cafe’s
casual atmosphere, earthy
tones and late hours make
it a great place to come after
leaving a bar in Adams

Morgan, and the Beach Drive
chicken salad sandwich and
lavender hot chocolate are
must-haves.

ART AND SOUL

415 New Jersey Ave. NW
Nearest Stop: Judiciary
Square
Price: $9 to $16
If you want to start your
day with a bang, Art and Soul
starts serving breakfast at
6:30 a.m. and offers a wholewheat wafﬂe decked out

with bananas, brown sugar,
whipped cream, caramel and
chocolate sauce.
The
toppings
were
piled on high and I felt like I
was eating a deconstructed
bananas foster on a wafﬂe,
an experience that made my
7 a.m. wake-up call totally
worthwhile.
But if early birding
isn’t your style, Art and
Soul offers the same
wafﬂe
during
brunch
on weekends, as well as
buttermilk lemon pancakes

and the Southern classic
chicken and wafﬂes.

B TOO

1324 14th St. NW
Nearest Stop: McPherson
Square
Price: $12 to $20
After ﬁnishing my meal
at B Too, the ultimate wafﬂe
champion, I had to take
several moments to process
what culinary brilliance I had
just experienced.
I felt like I was stepping

into a little piece of Europe
when I walked into the
restaurant, which strictly
serves Belgian cuisine. It has
a unique, trendy atmosphere
and is tucked away near
Logan Circle as you approach
U Street. I felt sophisticated
as we sat down on the
brown leather chairs next
to businessmen grabbing a
drink or chowing down on
a mussel pot after their long
day of work.
B Too offers many wafﬂes
as appetizers, including the
Wafel Van Kreeft (a Maine
lobster wafﬂe) and a wild
mushroom wafﬂe, but my
friend and I decided to go
with the Mini Nordic Salmon
wafﬂes, served with wasabi
cream and an herb salad. We
all but licked the plate clean
as the sweet yet stinging
wasabi cream complimented
the smoky salmon cooked
between two Belgian wafﬂes.
For dessert, we ordered
the key lime pie wafﬂe, which
is as interesting and delicious
as it sounds, not to mention it
has a beautiful presentation.
Lime gelée and whipped
cream ﬁll each wafﬂe
square and are topped with
meringue slivers, chocolate
wafers and melon-ball sized
pieces of key lime pie.
The only downside were
the higher prices compared to
the other restaurants I tried.
The two dishes combined
were $18, but you get what
you pay for when it comes to
wafﬂes.

Drummer of Australian indie How to get more likes on
rock band talks touring the U.S.
your Instagram posts
ARIANA MUSHNICK

Q

HATCHET STAFF WRITER

Sydney natives The
Griswolds burst onto the
niche Australian music
scene in early 2012 with
no-frills indie rock jingle,
“Mississippi.”
The foursome has since
played major festivals like
Big Day Out and Homebake,
and after a May 2013 gig in
Brooklyn – their ﬁrst show
on U.S. soil – they signed
with Wind-Up Records.
The Griswolds will open
for Walk the Moon, the band
behind light-hearted jams
like “Anna Sun” and “Shut
Up and Dance,” on April 16
and 17 at the 9:30 Club. The
Hatchet talked to drummer,
surfer and self-proclaimed
Beatles fanatic Lachlan
West about the band’s quick
ascent, party antics and crisscrossing the United States on
tour.
How did the four of you
meet?
Lachlan
West:
We
usually tell people that we
all met on Tinder, but that’s
not quite true.
We were all just playing
in bands in Sydney before
this. We weren’t too happy
with the bands we were
playing in because they were
all crappy hard rock bands.
The Sydney music scene is
pretty tiny, so we all played
shows with each other’s
bands ... and we just decided
to start something fresh and
new.
You guys have only
been together for three
years and have already
had a ton of success.
(Their latest single,
“Beware the Dog,”
spent four weeks on the
Sirius XM Alt Nation
Alt 18 Countdown,
and Rolling Stone
nominated the song
Best Video Clip and
Single in 2014.) What
does that feel like?
LW: It has been pretty
quick, as opposed to other
bands who have been
together for three years. We
basically started touring
internationally within a year,
which is kind of crazy. I think
it’s a different trajectory than
most bands. It’s been pretty
awesome ... We’d all been
playing in bands for a long

time before that and not
been getting much love for
it.

for like two weeks and get
all of Australia done, so it’s
kind of crazy.

Who have you been
listening lately?
LW: We love Bear Hands.
We played a festival with
them last year in Kansas and
ended up sharing a green
room together, and let’s just
say shit got a little weird. We
love those guys. After that,
we listened to their record
a few times and fell in love
with it.
The new Drake record
is on high rotation with the
band at the moment, [but]
we listen to a lot of old
music. We’re all kind of old
metal heads at heart.

Do you have any funny
stories from being on
tour?
LW: I’m not sure legally
how much I can say. We’ve
had some good times. One
of the most memorable times
was in Florida. We had been
driving for like two days
straight [and] we ﬁnally saw
the ocean for the ﬁrst time
in about two months. We
were so excited, we didn’t
even check into the hotel.
We ... jumped straight into
the water because we had
been missing it so much. We
later found out that it was
like stingray and jellyﬁshinfested waters that we
should not have swam in.
But we were OK.

&

So we have Iggy Azalea,
Tame Impala, Vance Joy
and now you guys, too.
How does it feel to have
some major artists from
Australia taking the
United States by storm?
LW: Some of our favorite
bands are Australian bands.
INXS was one of the original
ﬁrst bands to make it to the
world stage from Australia,
so that’s got us inspired from
seeing their successes. We
idolize those guys.
We
played
Fireﬂy
festival last year in Delaware
and ended up hanging out
with Vance Joy there. It
was just great to see Aussie
faces and see people you
recognize from the other
side of the world.
What do you miss about
Australia, and what do
you like most about the
U.S.?
LW: Friends and family
is the biggest thing. If they
could all be over here with
us now, I think we’d all be in
heaven. Apart from that, I’m
a surfer, so I miss the beach. I
know there are a lot beaches
here but we’re currently in
Indianapolis, which is one of
the more landlocked cities in
the whole country.
What we love about
America is the sheer size of
it. It’s incredible, especially
for touring. In Australia,
the population is almost
exclusively coastal. The
middle of it is uninhabitable,
so no one is there. So the fact
that we can tour over here
for two months straight,
playing all those major cities,
and in Australia we can tour

A

How would you
describe the band
to someone who has
never heard your music
before?
LW: Let’s say dirty pop.
Do you have a favorite
song on your album?
LW:I think “If You
Wanna Stay” is probably my
favorite. I think it’s a good
indicator of what the album
songs like, sort of a medium
of all the different types of
songs.
The music video for
your hit song, “Beware
the Dog,” features
a kind of horror red
riding hood. Where did
that idea come from?
LW: We were getting
video
treatments
from
directors, sort of ideas for
videos to make [and] we just
weren’t really happy with
any of them. So we sat down
and came up with the idea.
Mainly [lead vocalist] Chris
came up with the horror-ish
ﬁlm idea.
What was it like playing
festivals like Firefly and
Bonnaroo last summer?
LW: We absolutely loved
it. We had so much fun. At
Fireﬂy, it was a surprising
crowd for us. We didn’t
really expect to see that
many people because we
played at midday or 1 [p.m.],
sometime stupidly early for
a festival, and there was still
a huge crowd.

HEAD IN
THE
CLOUD
ZACH MONTELLARO
HATCHET STAFF WRITER

Think back to the scariest
time of the 21st century, the
dark ages for millennials like
you and me – a time when
cell phones were missing
a feature that now seems
indispensable.
I’m talking about 2001,
when people went to Creed
or ‘NSync concerts and stood
in the crowds with an empty
feeling in their stomachs.
“This concert is great, but
how can I record this for
posterity’s sake?”
Fortunately,
camera
phones were right around
the corner.
But let’s be frank. We all
share a lot of photos, and too

many of them suck. But as a
person who likes to pretend
he knows something about
photography, let me share a
few tips on how to best use
your phone’s camera.

Tip 1: Know your
phone’s limitations,
but don’t be limited by
them.

Camera phones have
come a long, long way since
the very ﬁrst model, but
that doesn’t mean they’re
perfect by any means. If
you’re rocking an iPhone in
your pocket, there are several
things that still hold it back
compared to a DSLR.
iPhones have a ﬁxed
aperture, which means
you can’t adjust the depth
of ﬁeld in which you’re
shooting. The phone’s
default camera app also
limits your ability to
adjust exposure or shutter
speed.
Stick to shots that
the phone is equipped to
take, like wide shots of a
landscape or close-ups,

and you’ll produce photos
worth sharing.

Tip 2: There’s more
to life than Instagram
filters.

Look, I get it. You just
took a great shot that you
want to share with all of your
friends on Instagram, but
it just isn’t quite there yet.
Wouldn’t it just be so much
more #artsy if you used the
Inkwell or Nashville ﬁlter
and called it a day? You could
do that, but you’re really
limiting yourself.
And don’t be a stickler
for the square: If you think
your shot looks better in
a different shape, use an
app like InstaSize (free) to
preserve aspect ratios before
posting.

Tip 3: Shoot a lot, post
a little.

A big part about getting
the best photo is putting
yourself in the right place
at the right time and having
a lot of luck. Just keep
shooting.
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at Atlantic 10 Championship
Thursday through Sunday
After a 4-11 regular season,
the Colonials will go for
postseason redemption at the
A-10 Championship Tournament in Charlottesville, Va.

BASEBALL

vs. Fordham
Noon • Sunday

''

Sports

WOMEN’S TENNIS

After a midseason
non-conference game
against UMES, the Colonials will host the Rams
for a three-game series.

The approximate miles-per-hour speed of the tailwind during the afternoon races
NUMBER
at the GW Invitational on Saturday. The women’s rowing team took third place at
CRUNCH 15-20
the event behind Navy and Saint Joseph’s.

Meet the Metz:

Freshman on a quest to be GW’s next All-American
PETER HOEGLER

I want to win
an [Atlantic 10]
championship,
and maybe even
A-10 Rookie of
the Year.

HATCHET REPORTER

At the beginning of the
season, head coach Gregg
Ritchie asked freshman Robbie Metz what his goals were
for his ﬁrst season in a GW
uniform.
“I want to win an [Atlantic 10] championship, and
maybe even A-10 Rookie of
the Year,” Metz answered.
“I want you to be an
All-American,” Ritchie responded.
GW baseball hasn’t had
an All-American since 2010,
when all-time hits and runs
leader Tom Zebroski, a shortstop, was named to the third
team after his senior season,
shortly before he was drafted
by the Kansas City Royals.
Early results indicate
that the goal is still within
reach for Metz: After a
white hot start to the season, he ranks ﬁrst among
GW’s starting pitchers
with a 1.82 ERA and 3-1 record across six starts while
hitting .292 out of the twohole. But the pitcher and
second baseman has been
challenged by the grind of
playing two positions in a
season that could go more
than 50 games.
“In high school, I was
one of the better players on
the team and didn’t have to
work as hard, but here I’ve
been realizing that I’ve got
to step up my game and
make sure that I get better and help the team out,”
Metz said. “Sometimes
I have to go through the
pain a little bit.”
A local player out of
Poolesville, Md., Metz was
ranked by Perfect Game as
the No. 10 prospect and the
top shortstop prospect out of
his state. Considered a rare
six-tool talent, the prized
recruit ﬁnished a domi-

ROBBIE METZ
GW pitcher and
second baseman
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Freshman Robbie Metz winds up in a game earlier this season. Metz leads the Colonials with a 1.82 ERA in his first season, a
step forward in his quest to become GW baseball’s first All-American since 2010.

nant senior season batting
.462 as his school’s starting
shortstop while also posting
a 7-0 record, 0.15 ERA and
70 strikeouts as a starting
pitcher.
Metz hadn’t considered
GW early in the recruiting
process, but the idea of staying near home eventually
hooked him.
“Out of high school, he
was a big get for us,” Ritchie
said. “He has a diverse set
of skills: He can hit, pitch,
ﬁeld and run. I expected big
things out of him and he
hasn’t disappointed.”
Metz was un-hittable
at the high school level and
outclassed most of his competition at the plate. Rival
high schools created parody

Twitter accounts about him
to try to get a rise out of
him. But he didn’t give them
much material to work with
and the accounts had to resort to tweets like “Most likely to strikeout Robbie Metz:
Robbie Metz,” and “Robbie
Metz conﬁrms that he will
also play wide receiver at
GW.”
But in Division I college baseball, Metz has
faced stiffer competition.
He’s also had to get used to
playing with much less rest
than he had in high school,
and he’s struggled to keep
up his play. He boasted a
perfect 2-0 record and 0.57
ERA through March 28 but
was 0-for-4 and gave up
ﬁve runs in 2.1 innings in

a loss at Massachusetts on
April 3, which he said he
felt was due to fatigue.
“I’m trying to get back
up there,” Metz said. “My
pitching, my arm has been
sore lately, so that’s deﬁnitely been a big part of why I’m
not pitching that well either.”
But he may have started
to turn the corner. In GW’s
4-1 win over Dayton on Saturday, Metz threw a quality
start, giving up just one run
on six hits. He struck out
four and didn’t walk a batter, while ﬁnishing 2-for-4 at
the plate with two singles.
He was 0-for-3 on Sunday,
but scored a run after taking
a walk.
He said the team had
been supportive, and that

advice from teammates and
coaches helped him get his
connection back. He made
a splash early on in the season as one of the winners of
the team’s preseason laser
tag competition and as one
of the most frequently mentioned names in the “best
beard” debate.
He said his teammates
knew he would be good at
laser tag because he’s an
avid hunter, and they unsuccessfully tried to stay
away from him. But in case
there was any love lost,
Metz let the team sample
his homemade jerky with
ﬂavors like pepper and
teriyaki. Pepper was the
unanimous favorite.
“I basically learned from

my dad,” Metz said. “We’d
always go out there hunting,
so we’d skin the deer and
then we would bring it back
and then you’ve got to get all
the fat off of it and then you
have to cut up the little pieces. Then marinade it and put
it in the fridge for a day or
so and then you put it in the
smoker for ﬁve or six hours.”
Growing up in western
Maryland, Metz has always
been an outdoorsy kid. Originally a soccer player, he got
his start in baseball when his
dad signed him up for the
local team, after watching
his son throw rocks around
their backyard and noticing
he had a good arm.
Ritchie, too, enjoys the
all-natural beef jerky, but
what he appreciates more is
Metz’s character, which he
described as “emotionally
composed when he is hanging out with the team as he is
on the mound,” and said was
his top priority in evaluating
recruits. With Metz starting
to ﬁnd a second wind as he
adjusts to the college game,
Ritchie said others are taking
note.
“This kid is doing some
special things,” said Ritchie.
“The chatter around the
league, and around the
country is that he is a heck of
a player.”

Gymnastics ends top-notch season with help of talented rookies
NORA PRINCIOTTI
SPORTS EDITOR

The Colonials’ season
came to a close two weeks
ago in their ﬁrst NCAA Regionals appearance since
2002.
A team that head coach
Margie Foster-Cunningham
said had “hung in there for
years as an academic institution” competed on national
television in front of thousands in a cavernous arena at
the University of Auburn in
Alabama.
Only Auburn and Alabama, both top-10 teams, advanced to the NCAA Tournament from the event. But the
Colonials ﬁnished one of the
best seasons in program history at 22-8-1.
They were spurred by a
crop of high-proﬁle rookies
who came to GW in part because of an increase in funding for the gymnastics program under athletic director
Patrick Nero.
“That money allows us to
be in the game with the best
students and the best athletes,
and that’s what you’re seeing

here. It’s a different recruiting
game for us now with that
money,” Foster-Cunningham
said. “You’re seeing what
fully funding a sport can do. I
don’t know how to say it any
other way.”
The program has increased the number of scholarships it can offer from six to
12 since Nero came to GW in
2011. Last season was the ﬁrst
year the team gave out 12
scholarships.
The money helped attract
high-caliber talent like Jillian
Winstanley, who was named
the East Atlantic Gymnastics
League Rookie of the Year.
Freshmen were responsible for 14 of GW’s 25 recorded scores at the NCAA
Regionals. One of them,
Cami Drouin-Allaire, advanced individually to the
NCAA Tournament with a
score of 39.175. She became
the ﬁrst All-American in GW
Gymnastics history at the end
of the regular season. She was
named to the All-American
regular season second team,
which means she ranks between the ninth and 16th best
gymnasts in the country.

Drouin-Allaire particularly excelled in vault. She
posted a near-perfect seasonhigh 9.95 on vault twice, ﬁrst
against Towson on March 15
to help the Colonials set an
all-around program record
with a score of 196.875, and
also at the EAGL Championships on March 22, which the
Colonials won for the ﬁrst
time in program history.
The Colonials’ narrow
edging of the University of
New Hampshire at the EAGL
Championships came down
to their entirely underclassman bar lineup, including
four freshmen.
As they hit their routines,
the four senior members
of the squad watched their
younger teammates ﬁght
for the title that would deﬁne their senior season, and
erupted into cheers when
they realized they had done
it.
“We all just started crying. It was amazing. It was
truly a championship moment that you dream about,
and for me, that was the best
moment of my gymnastics
career,” senior Elena Corco-
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The Colonials finished one of the most successful seasons in program history on April 4 in Auburn, Ala. The gymnastics team won the EAGL Championship and had an All-American athlete
for the first time in its history.

ran said. “We worked so
hard all year, and to go in and
prove that this team is really
different than it has been in
years past at GW. It was really
amazing.”
Freshmen replaced upperclassmen gymnasts in
lineups throughout the season. The oldest gymnast to
compete the entire season in
the all-around was Chelsea
Raineri, a sophomore. But
Foster-Cunningham said the
seniors still had the ears of the
underclassmen on the team,
even if they were producing
ﬂashier results compared to
their older teammates.
“I value my upperclassmen greatly,” Foster-Cunningham said. The season
may be over, but the team’s
rise seems likely to continue.
There’s more talent coming in: Foster-Cunningham
referenced a recent com-

mitment but couldn’t name
names because the athlete
hadn’t signed yet. And this
year’s young standouts have
already beneﬁtted from a
year’s experience in college.
“I’ve been here for 30
years, but this is the beginning,” Foster-Cunningham

said. “We’ve been building
this for a really long time, and
Patrick [Nero] and President
Knapp kind of came along at
the right time. We’re ready for
this and we have the foundation to do it, and now we’ve
got the athletes and it’s fun.
It’s a lot of fun.”

